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Analytics Advanced Analytics This strategy will define how Citizens will utilize predictive and 
advanced analytics, aligning with work done in forecasting and 
research, SIU, and other departments. 

Agency Sys Agency Systems The purpose of this strategy is to consolidate Agency Management 
Systems to reduce redundant processes and improve ability to 
manage Agents for improved results. 

Cloud Cloud Strategy Citizens is extending our network to an online cloud service.  Citizens 
will move applications and infrastructure to the Cloud over time.  
Given the number of applications that we host, this vision will take a 
few years to achieve.   

Content Content Management 
(Document Management, 
Records Management) 

This strategy will define the solution parameters for management of 
documents produced from enterprise applications, vs web content vs 
end user document collaboration. 

CX Customer Experience The vision is to Execute an Enterprise CX strategy that focuses on 
delivering efficient and positive customer experiences, infuses 
awareness of the CX throughout the organization connecting people 
to purpose, gathers customer intelligence, identifies and implements 
technology solutions with a comprehensive approach to customer 
data management and takes advantage of opportunities to drive 
expense reductions and improve operational processes. Customer 
Relationship Management (CRM) technology may be needed to 
enable this strategy and will be considered as a component of this 
strategy. 

DLP Data Loss Prevention 
(DLP) 

DLP is a strategy for ensuring sensitive/confidential information 
doesn't leave the company without authorization. 

Quality Data Quality Improvement Strategy to define, measure and improve Data Quality across 
different systems. Part of overall Enterprise Information and Data 
Management Strategy. 

DW Modern Data Warehouse 
Modernization 

Strategy to modernize our Data Warehouse with new cloud-based 
technologies and increased capabilities to process advanced 
analytics over semi-structured and unstructured data in support of 
current and future business imperatives.  Defines the conceptual 
level of the components and interactions with our landscape 
including data lake, operational data store, data mart, and the data 
warehouse engine.  Part of overall Enterprise Information and Data 
Management Strategy. 

DevOps DevOps Strategy that will define how to automate processes between 
development and other IT teams while ensuring secure coding 
practices 

Accessibility Digital Accessibility Strategy for management of Americans with Disability Act (ADA) 
compliance 

Digital Digital Transformation 
Strategy  

Comprehensive strategy that includes a number of automation 
initiatives 
- Consideration for direct digital business model 
- Self-Service initiatives (Customer Engage Portal, etc...) 
- Robotics Process Automation 
- Electronic document delivery 
- Others 

DR Disaster Recovery This strategy is to get out of our own leased disaster recovery facility.  
Phase 1 - Migrate to shared facility.  Phase 2 - migrates our 
infrastructure to a cloud provider’s facility, achieving IaaS benefits, as 
outlined in this document.  Phase 3 - High availability in the cloud.    

EIM Enterprise Information 
and Data Management 

This is an overarching Strategy that documents several sub-
strategies that are necessary to enable Citizens to maximize the use 
of information:  1. EDM (Enterprise Data Management) 
2. Information Architecture Simplification 
3. Self Service BI  
4. Data Quality Improvement 
5. Data Warehouse Modernization  
6. MDM (Master Data Management) 
7. Advanced Analytics 



eLCAP Enterprise Low Code 
Application Platform 

The purpose of this strategy is to define the direction and parameters 
needed for researching and selecting an Enterprise Low-Code 
Application Platform (eLCAP or LCAP).   LCAP technology provides 
benefits such as a common platform for rapid application 
development, continuous deployment, mobile, and are used for 
business process automation/orchestration.  Citizens is in a position 
where we currently have investments with products by Microsoft, 
SalesForce, and ServiceNow which provide eLCAP capabilities.  As 
each of these environments go live to support their respective 
initiatives, Citizens needs a clear direction of which platform(s) and 
capabilities should be leveraged for future projects.   

FMAP 2.0 FMAP 2.0 The purpose of this strategy is to define the future vision and 
direction for Florida Market Assistance Program with the goal of 
expanding the utilization of FMAP for exposure reduction. 

GIS Geospatial Information 
Systems (GIS) strategy 

Geospatial Information Systems (GIS) strategy to leverage newly 
available GIS software to  
improve business intelligence. The end state of the GIS 
transformation strategy will provide a platform where  
business users can create new geospatial analytics that will drive 
new corporate strategies, inform decision making,  
and ensure existing operations and programs are outcome-based 
and evidence driven.  

IAM Identity and Access 
Management 

Improve management of identity life cycle, and employee productivity 
associated with managing identifies and access 

Ins Sys Insurance Systems 
Strategy 

The purpose of this strategy is to outline the future state of Insurance 
Systems at Citizens. 

Java Java Usage This strategy provides high level direction to ensure ongoing support 
for Java licensing at Citizens.  

Legacy Retire Legacy Retirement Enterprise strategy for current and future system retirement to reduce 
the time legacy systems remain in Citizens’ architecture while 
ensuring business needs are completely met prior to a system’s 
retirement.  

MDM Master Data Management 
(MDM) Strategy 

Strategy to identify, assess and create roadmap for Master Data 
Management, that includes reference data such as Customer details, 
Address details etc. Part of overall Enterprise Information and Data 
Management Strategy. 

MFA Multi-Factor 
Authentication (MFA) 

MFA is a strategy to implement a solution to present two pieces of 
evidence (your credentials) when logging into an account. 

Network Network Strategy Strategy to ensure Citizens' network capability will support large 
media in a hybrid cloud environment.  

Ops Monitor Operations Monitoring This strategy outlines the current state of monitoring in Citizens IT 
environment and will outline a framework and strategy for evolving 
monitoring capabilities to improve application uptime, performance, 
and reliability.  

RPA Robotics Process 
Automation (RPA) 

Enterprise strategy that provides an RPA framework to assess use 
cases, determine appropriate tools, define the processes, establish 
governance, and train others to automate certain business processes 
and tasks quickly and easily, which will allow the business units to 
realize value sooner without extensive development and fewer 
dependencies on IT.   

Self-Serv Self-Service Comprises multiple self-service initiatives in the portfolio, and is a 
subset of Digital Transformation 

BI Self-Service Business 
Intelligence 

Self-Service Business Intelligence (BI) is an approach to data 
analytics that enables power users to access and  
work with Citizens’ data even if they do not have a technical 
background in data mining or business intelligence.  
Business users may use a Self-Service BI tool to filter, sort, analyze 
and visualize data without involving IT teams.  
This reduces the cost of IT and empowers the Business to quickly 
access information.  



Sys Int Systems Integration Citizen is in the process of migrating its systems to the cloud. This 
necessitates selecting a cloud-based application integration platform 
to replace its on-premises installation of middleware before migrating 
its primary line of business systems. A platform which is based in the 
cloud, yet has distributed on-premises deployment capabilities, will 
provide low latency API calls to cloud services, and help meet 
increasing business demands on integration resources.  

Test Data Test Data Management The purpose of this strategy is to improve our ability to generate, 
maintain, and manage test data with the goal of improving quality 
and speed of delivery. 

UCC Unified Communications 
and Collaboration 

This is a multi-stage strategy that sets our direction for modernization 
and integration of enterprise communication and collaboration 
services such as instant messaging, voice, mobility features, audio, 
web & video conferencing, desktop sharing, data  
sharing (including web connected electronic interactive whiteboards), 
call control, speech recognition and non‐ 
real‐time communication services such as unified messaging 
(integrated voicemail, e‐mail, SMS and fax).  Also includes call 
center technology modernization. 

Video Video Management The purpose of this strategy document is to develop an enterprise 
strategy for consistently enabling video  
capabilities across the organization. This strategy will provide 
technological direction and roadmap for procuring a  
video platform solution that will support video capability enablement 
across the organization and establish Citizens  
technology standards related to video content. This will provide a 
consistent technology platform that all business  
units can leverage to further expand business capabilities using 
video content within their own organization. 
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